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Donna Cunningham’s Books on the Outer Planets

If your chart features the outer planets strongly, and especially if you have a conjunction of
the slower-moving planets or a stellium that contains one or more outer planets, these
ebooks will help you understand their role in your chart and explore ways to change
difficult patterns they represent. Order her ebooks here: My Books.

The Outer Planets and Inner Life volumes are $15 each if purchased separately, or
$35 for all three—a $10 savings.

To order, go to PayPal.com and tell them which books you want, Donna’s email address
(moonmave@spiritone.com), and the amount. They will send her a notice, and then she sends

them to you. The ebooks arrive on separate emails. If you want them sent to an
email address other than the one you used, let her know. (Write to her if you prefer
to pay by a check on a US bank.)

The Outer Planets and Inner Life, V.1: The Outer Planets as Vocational
Indicators. (Newly-released 2014 edition) If your stellium has outer planets in
the career houses (2nd, 6th, or 10th), or if it relates to your chosen career, this
book can give you helpful insights. There’s an otherworldly element when the
outer planets are career markers, a sense of serving a greater purpose in
human history. Each chapter of this e-book explores one of these planets in
depth. See a sample of the contents here: Sampler–2014 OPIL1a.

The Outer Planets and Inner Life, v.2: Outer Planet Aspects to Venus and Mars.
(Newly-released 2014 edition) Learn about the love lives of people who have the outer
planets woven in with the primary relationship planets, Venus and Mars, or in the
relationship houses—the 7th, 8th, and 5th. We’ll identify persistent relationship patterns for
each outer planet influence. Explore the ways people with these chart factors try to satisfy
their need for intimacy while still fulfilling an equally strong urge to participate in the
evolution of our world. See a sample of the contents here: Sampler--2014 OPIL2a.

The Outer Planets and Inner Life, v.3: Aspects between the Outer Planets.
(Newly-released 2014 edition) Some of the most eventful and memorable
historical eras happen when two or more of the outermost planets—Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune, or Pluto—form aspects to one another. We’ll look at distinct 20th Century eras
like the 1960s, the astrological patterns of that time, and the life-long impact of these
combinations on people born with them strongly featured in their charts.

The book includes chapters on people born with the Pluto-Uranus
conjunction, those with Pluto and Saturn in aspect, those with Uranus and
Saturn in aspect, those with Neptune and Saturn in aspect, and those with
Uranus and Neptune in aspect.

For Donna’s classic self-help book on Pluto, go to Healing Pluto Problems.
Published by RedWheel/ Weiser, it’s available in hard copy and Kindle
format.

http://skywriter.wordpress.com/about-donnas-books-courses-and-websites/
mailto:moonmave@spiritone.com
https://skywriter.files.wordpress.com/2014/06/sampler-2014-opil1a.pdf
https://skywriter.files.wordpress.com/2014/06/sampler-2014-opil2a.pdf
http://books.google.com/books/p/red_wheel_weiser2?id=5JR3Mm82pfwC&printsec=frontcover&dq=Donna+Cunningham&ei=AcpOUr25MYuulgSr0YFY&cd=1
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TABLE OF CONTENTS—What You’ll Learn in Volume 3

Navigation Tip: Use the PDF’s search function to get to chapters or topics you want.

CHAPTER ONE: AN OVERVIEW OF OUTER PLANET SUB-GENERATIONS
The outer planets in combination—how individual psychology merges with the collective
unfolding; issues and matters connected with the outermost planets; the march of outer
planets through signs and how it affects a culture; how history shapes the individual;
outer planet conjunctions as seeds for stelliums and triple conjunctions; how outer planet
aspects become important in individual charts.

TWO: URANUS-SATURN—GROUNDED ECCENTRICS/SANE WEIRDOES
The feeling of never fitting in; Keywords for Uranus and Saturn; Some life patterns of
Uranus-Saturn natives; Understanding various Uranus-Saturn aspects; Saturn-Uranus
Conjunctions as Stellium Seeds; Uranus-Saturn aspects—getting older AND bolder.

THREE: FIREWORKS IN A FOG BANK—URANUS-NEPTUNE ASPECTS
Keys to understanding Uranus-Neptune individuals; The larger Uranus-Neptune Cycle,
including the most recent aspects; From historical to individual effects of this cycle; The
Uranus-Neptune trine—so fine; Why the trine gets away with it—why the square may
not; The Uranus-Neptune square in major configurations; The place of midlife in the
Uranus-Neptune individual’s life path; Astrologers with the aspect—Uranus and Neptune
R Us.

FOUR: SATURN-PLUTO ASPECTS—A ROCK AND A HARD PLACE
Keys to Pluto and Saturn in combination; General themes for Saturn-Pluto individuals—
positive and negative qualities; Growing up the hard way; Playing hardball with sex;
Dealing with authority, wealth, and power; Pluto and Saturn aspects and their historical
impact; Love and the Saturn-Pluto conjunction in Libra; Squares and trines between Pluto
and Saturn; Saturn-Pluto Conjunctions as Stellium Seeds. Black humor.

FIVE: SATURN-NEPTUNE ASPECTS—THE STUFF THAT STUFF IS MADE OF
MEETS THE STUFF THAT DREAMS ARE MADE OF
Getting a grip on Saturn-Neptune aspects—comparing keywords; Life under the 1951-3
conjunction in Libra; Foggy, soggy authority figures; Tracing family dynamics in the
horoscope; Codependency vs. tough love at home and work; How the hard aspects differ;
Caroline Myss—the healing power of tough love; When the going gets tough, champions
get going; Saturn-Neptune aspects contrasted with Saturn-Pluto aspects; Saturn-Neptune
Conjunctions as Stellium Seeds; The mountain and the mist—with time comes clarity.

SIX: URANUS-PLUTO—CAREER CHALLENGES AND STRATEGIES
Clues to Uranus-Pluto aspects—key concepts; 1960s events and social unrest; “Work Just
Isn’t What It Used to Be!”; Revenge is in the details—barristas and other malcontents;
Cyber-terrorists or cyber-warriors—history will judge; The Sixties generation at
midlife—crisis or point of empowerment; Astro-Cousins Depp and Downey at midlife;
Pluto-Uranus Conjunction as a Stellium Seed; Harbors in a sea of shifting paradigms.
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BOOK BONUS: CHALLENGES OF THE CAPRICORN STELLIUM GROUP
Fact Sheet about the rare and powerful superconjunction of Uranus, Saturn, and Neptune
in Capricorn and ways it affects the lives of people born with it; how it shapes their
Families, Committed Relationships, and Careers.

Charts Used in this Book:

Notables: Chapters: Aspects:
Hillary Clinton 4 Pluto-Saturn
Angela Davis 3 Uranus-Neptune
Geena Davis 3 Uranus-Neptune
Johnny Depp 6 Pluto-Uranus
Robert Downey, Jr. 6 Pluto-Uranus
Karen Hamaker-Zondag 5 Saturn-Neptune
Whoopi Goldberg 4 Pluto-Saturn
John Gray 5 Saturn-Neptune
Caroline Myss 2, 5 Saturn-Uranus, Saturn-Neptune
Christopher Reeve 5 Saturn-Neptune
Suzanne Somers 4 Pluto-Saturn
Britney Spears 4 Pluto-Saturn
Superman 4 Pluto-Saturn
William, Prince 4 Pluto-Saturn
Bruce Willis 3 Uranus-Neptune

ASTROLOGICAL SUBGENERATIONS WE’LL DISCUSS:

Years: Subgeneration: Chapter: Years: Subgeneration: Ch:
1939-40 Saturn-Pluto square 3 1973-75 Saturn-Pluto square 4
1941-43 Saturn-Neptune trine 5 1976-77 Saturn-Uranus square 2
1941-43 Saturn-Uranus conjunct 2 1978-80 Saturn-Neptune square 5
1944-45 Saturn-Neptune square 5 1981-82 Saturn-Pluto conjunct 4
1946-48 Saturn-Pluto square 3 1987-89 Saturn-Uranus conjunct Extra
1951-52 Saturn-Neptune conjunct 5 1988-98 Uranus-Neptune conjunct Extra
1952-58 Uranus-Neptune square 3 1989-90 Saturn-Neptune conjunct Extra
1955-56 Saturn-Pluto square 4 1992-4 Saturn-Pluto square 4
1955-57 Saturn-Uranus trine 2 1996-7 Saturn-Pluto trine 4
1958-59 Saturn-Pluto trine 4 1998-99 Saturn-Neptune square 5
1962-63 Saturn-Neptune square 5 2000-01 Saturn-Neptune trine 5
1962-69 Uranus-Pluto conjunct 6 2001-02 Saturn-Pluto opposite 4
1965-69 Saturn-Uranus opposite 2 2002-03 Saturn-Uranus trine 5
1965-66 Saturn-Neptune trine 5 2006-07 Saturn-Neptune opposite 5
1970-72 Saturn-Pluto trine 4 2007-8 Saturn-Pluto trine 4
1972-74 Saturn-Uranus trine 2 2008-09 Saturn-Uranus opposite 5
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Excerpts from Donna Cunningham’s ebook,
The Outer Planets and Inner Life, v.3:
Aspects between the Outer Planets

(Moon Maven Publications, December, 2014 edition)

About the book: Some of the most eventful and memorable
historical eras happen when two or more of the slow-moving
outermost planets—Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, or Pluto—form
angles called aspects to one another.

We’ll look at several distinct 20th Century eras like the 1960s,
the astrological patterns that occurred at that time, and the life-
long impact of these outer planet combinations on the lives of
people born with them strongly featured in their charts.

Here are some Excerpts:

When Saturn aspects Uranus, Neptune, or Pluto, our collective experience is altered in a
way that doesn’t happen when Venus, Jupiter, or the Moon aspect the outer three. The
social, cultural, and historical changes and challenges that come about during a Saturn
aspect to Uranus, Neptune, or Pluto have a distinctively Saturnian flavor. Integrating
Saturn into the picture is as major a challenge as other outer planet aspects.

Most importantly, people born with strong Neptune-Saturn, Uranus-Saturn, or Pluto-
Saturn aspects have a distinctively outer planet flavor—except that the combination
integrates the outer planet’s qualities with many of Saturn’s areas of life. Worldly matters
associated with Saturn and Capricorn include professions, career, big business, corporate
sector, executives, bosses and our attitudes toward them, status, expectations and
attitudes about success, conservative political eras, depressions and eras of contraction,
crackdowns, cutbacks, and reality checks.

The relationship struggles of those born with Pluto and Saturn conjunct in late Libra
during 1981-2 are painful to watch. Members of that group don’t expect to find love
unless they are richly endowed with looks, money, and status. For the women, breast
implants, liposuction, and other cosmetic alterations are almost a coming of age ritual; for
many of the men, weightlifting and steroids are an entry into the beds of desirable
women. For both sexes, potential mates are often chosen—or discarded—according to
how hot they look and how successful they appear to be.

*****************************************************************
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Conjunctions are the most striking aspect between any two planets, in part because both
planets generally fall into one sign and house—creating a powerful impact on the matters
of that house. In doing charts of youngsters born 1988-98 with Uranus and Neptune
conjunct, the conjunction’s house position is crucial in understanding where the young
person most experiences the challenges of that combination.

For instance, when it’s in the 11th, fitting in with their age group is a major issue; in the 3rd,
relationships with siblings are a concern; and in the 10th, they have difficulty relating to
parents and other authority figures. A conjunction straddling the cusp of two houses tends to
blend the house matters.

In trying to understand the charts of children born between 1988-98 with Uranus and Neptune
conjunct, it helps to take a longer view of their potential. The same aspects that are
problematic in the life of a child often wind up being exactly what they’ll need as adults—
Uranian traits like independence and thinking outside the box, or Neptunian traits like
empathy and imagination. In particular, the Capricorn phase of the conjunction seems to give
them an adult awareness of our severe global problems, coupled with feeling overwhelmed
and powerless to take action. As adults, they’ll have the skills to make a difference.

Many clients with prominent Saturn-Neptune aspects report that they came up the hard way.
Hardships endured during their childhood and/or difficult circumstances in adulthood have
forced them to grapple with limitations and with barriers to success and happiness. I cannot
help but be impressed by many with this aspect who have honed their capacity to
TRANSCEND LIMITATION, whether based in hardships in the family of origin or
encountered later in life. Saturn would represent limitations, while Neptune would represent
finding spiritual strength to help us transcend our realities.

I’m often struck by events in people’s lives during transiting aspects that echo natal
combinations—that is, when the same pair of planets forming an aspect by transit matches a
pair of planets in aspect in the natal chart. Particularly, people who have natal aspects between
outer planets seem enter new and important phases of their lives when those same outer
planets form new aspects in the sky. For instance, when transiting Neptune and Saturn aspect
one another, many folks with prominent natal Saturn-Neptune aspects respond powerfully to
the transit and use those windows to work through the dynamics of the natal aspect.

*********************************************************************

An Outer Planet Person—one whose chart strongly features several of the outer planets—is
often born with a strong soul purpose or Calling, but may forget or suppress it in the throes of
growing up and trying to fit into a society so much at odds with their intrinsic nature. Their
true Calling is seldom mainstream, and the path to finding it may be so meandering that many
regard themselves as failures by conventional standards.

One reason for this long journey to the Calling is that vocations related to the outer planets are
complex ones that require maturity and the seasoning born of a varied life experience. It’s only in
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our forties that many of us feel we have earned the right to be different from the mainstream.
During the midlife cycle, the true sense of soul purpose tends to reawaken.

Tony (Deek) Dickey, creator of the remarkable library of materials at
MundaneAstrology.net, says in a book review:

“Donna Cunningham really nails it with THE OUTER PLANETS AND INNER LIFE, V.
3. It may a bit over the head of the novice, but even the motivated among these can gain
from reading this work. In a very detailed, but sensible manner, Ms. Cunningham
explains how outer planet positions point to the characteristics of various generations
(and subgenerations).

What I like best is her employment of charts, tables, and photographs to drive her many
points home. Secondly, this works as a one time read and a long term reference. I will use
this work for many years to come and it has inspired me to apply some of her ideas to
other centuries other than the Twentieth.

"There are many reasons I recommend THE OUTER PLANETS AND INNER LIFE, V. 3.
I think most astrologers would agree. In many circles, astrologers give outer planets a
short lease, glossing over the most distant planets to dealing only with long-term social
issues individuals are wont to understand. I have always had a problem with this
approach and am glad to see Donna tackle this problem head on.

Throughout the book, the author shows how the outer planets help people integrate social
issues with personal circumstance. She does this best by example, introducing charts of
public figures to illustrate concepts she covers.

"In OPIL3 the author breaks Twentieth century groups into generations and
subgenerations according to planet pairings and planets in signs. More than this,
however, she breaks down these groups according to issues they face or faced throughout
the century. But she uses much more than 'astrologyspeak'.

She speaks about her subjects using real world examples. She takes on issues such as
9/11, the decaying workplace, and AIDS. All through OPLIV3, you will be certain to
recognize the issues you faced growing up, ones you face the moment and into the future.
You will also be eager to learn more about other generations like those of your parents or
your children. It is for these reasons that I see this as a reference rather than a one-time
read.

"Donna goes into great depth to make her point. For a book of only 157 pages, there is
much to digest. She answers, or at least addresses many issues astrologers ponder. What I
like is that though this work veers more toward the personal, there is much here that lends
itself to Mundane Astrology. She has done work that I envisioned but never had the time
to address.

http://mundaneastrology.net/
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Donna Cunningham’s Books on the Outer Planets

If your chart features the outer planets strongly, and especially if you have a conjunction of
the slower-moving planets or a stellium that contains one or more outer planets, these
ebooks will help you understand their role in your chart and explore ways to change
difficult patterns they represent. Order her ebooks here: My Books.

The Outer Planets and Inner Life volumes are $15 each if purchased separately, or
$35 for all three—a $10 savings.

To order, go to PayPal.com and tell them which books you want, Donna’s email address
(moonmave@spiritone.com), and the amount. They will send her a notice, and then she sends

them to you. The ebooks arrive on separate emails. If you want them sent to an
email address other than the one you used, let her know. (Write to her if you prefer
to pay by a check on a US bank.)

The Outer Planets and Inner Life, V.1: The Outer Planets as Vocational
Indicators. (Newly-released 2014 edition) If your stellium has outer planets in
the career houses (2nd, 6th, or 10th), or if it relates to your chosen career, this
book can give you helpful insights. There’s an otherworldly element when the
outer planets are career markers, a sense of serving a greater purpose in
human history. Each chapter of this e-book explores one of these planets in
depth. See a sample of the contents here: Sampler–2014 OPIL1a.

The Outer Planets and Inner Life, v.2: Outer Planet Aspects to Venus and Mars.
(Newly-released 2014 edition) Learn about the love lives of people who have the outer
planets woven in with the primary relationship planets, Venus and Mars, or in the
relationship houses—the 7th, 8th, and 5th. We’ll identify persistent relationship patterns for
each outer planet influence. Explore the ways people with these chart factors try to satisfy
their need for intimacy while still fulfilling an equally strong urge to participate in the
evolution of our world. See a sample of the contents here: Sampler--2014 OPIL2a.

The Outer Planets and Inner Life, v.3: Aspects between the Outer Planets.
(Newly-released 2014 edition) Some of the most eventful and memorable
historical eras happen when two or more of the outermost planets—Saturn, Uranus,
Neptune, or Pluto—form aspects to one another. We’ll look at distinct 20th Century eras
like the 1960s, the astrological patterns of that time, and the life-long impact of these
combinations on people born with them strongly featured in their charts.

The book includes chapters on people born with the Pluto-Uranus
conjunction, those with Pluto and Saturn in aspect, those with Uranus and
Saturn in aspect, those with Neptune and Saturn in aspect, and those with
Uranus and Neptune in aspect. See a sampler of its contents: Sampler–2014
OPIL3.

For Donna’s classic self-help book on Pluto, go to Healing Pluto Problems.
Published by RedWheel/ Weiser, it’s available in hard copy and Kindle
format.

http://skywriter.wordpress.com/about-donnas-books-courses-and-websites/
mailto:moonmave@spiritone.com
https://skywriter.files.wordpress.com/2014/06/sampler-2014-opil1a.pdf
https://skywriter.files.wordpress.com/2014/06/sampler-2014-opil2a.pdf
https://skywriter.files.wordpress.com/2014/06/sampler-2014-opil3.pdf
https://skywriter.files.wordpress.com/2014/06/sampler-2014-opil3.pdf
http://books.google.com/books/p/red_wheel_weiser2?id=5JR3Mm82pfwC&printsec=frontcover&dq=Donna+Cunningham&ei=AcpOUr25MYuulgSr0YFY&cd=1
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